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FacultyNLineup Shows
Six Additions For Year
Six members have been named to
the Bates faculty over th summer vacation. Five will assume their duties
this fall while one will commence
next January.
The list of new facultv member!
includes Milford S. Lougheed, assistant professor of geology; Elliot
M. Rudwick, instructor in sociology:
I' Finlay Whittlcsey. instructor in
mathematics: Walter J. Reaupre.
part-time instructor in speech : Mary
E. Thompson, director of nursing

Station WVBC
Awaits Backing

education and house fellow; and
Laura B Mallett, head of the library
circulation department. Miss Thompson will enter her position next
January.
Experience In The Yukon
Lougheed comes to Bates with
eleven years of professional and academic experience in the field of
geology.
Before receiving his degree in geological engineering at the University of British Columbia in 1940, he
spent summers surveying in the Yukon Territory, Portland Canal area,
and the Burns I.ake area in British
Columbia. He has held several teaching assistantships, including one at
Princeton University.
Summer In Haiti
Rudwick, of Philadelphia, assumes
his new duties as sociology instructor
after spending the summer in Haiti.
A graduate of Temple University in
1949, Rudwick received his master's
degre" from the University of Pennsylvania last year and is now a candidate for a doctorate from the university.
For the past year he has been an
instructor at Beaver College in Jcnkintown.

Station WVBC. the new campus
radio station, is scheduled to begin
I roadcasting within the next two o,
three weeks.
"The transmitter is already set
up, and Jane Bower has been organizing programs. All we need is
the backing and cooperation of the
-indent body," announced Bruit
(handler, station manager.
Chandler reports lie needs finanial aid from the students before
Robert Atkins, business manager;
lane Bower, program director, and
Robert Williams, chief engineer
Princeton Math Instructor
an schedule bhe opening date.
The new mathematics instructor
Student Help Needed
comes to Bates after spending last
"Each student will be asked to year as instructor at Pennsylvania
contribute 50 cents. All we need is State College. E. Finlay Whittlcsey
S.iOO before we can start operating." r reived his bachelor's degree from
Princeton University in 1948 and
-aid Chandler.
"We will begin with a two-hour since then has been working toward
-how consisting mostly of music. his doctorate in mathematics.
In 1949-50 be was a part-time inWe want different types of di.-eRADIO
F structor in mathematics at Princeton
iock shows including campus re- and is now working on his dissertaqitests programs, and will have a tion.
variety of records as Bisaillon and Sub For Schaeffer
HcOrscy in Lewiston will give us
Beauprc will take over the first sethe use of 10-20 new records a mester classes of Professor Schaeffer
'lay," announced Jane.
who is now on sabbatical leave. He
Several students have begun or- received his A.B. degree from Bates
ganizing individual programs. Tony in 1947 and ther\was associated with
1
Irlandella is planning to put on a the Twin City Broadcasting Com(Continued on page eight)
fContinucd on page eight)
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Frosh Meet Bates
U. S. Must Practice
Freedom At Home
Admonishes Prezy

The traditional IMUR party in the Alumni Gym last night
ended the intensive five-day Freshman orientation week. Sponsored
by the Christian Association, the get-together gave the largest freshman class in Bates history a chance to meet the upperclassmen as
well as the officers of the CA.

The United States must practice, as
well as preach the ideals of freedom,
warned Pres. Phillips at First
Chapel this morning.
As an illustration, he mentioned
last summer's demonstration against
a Negro couple in Cicero, 111. He
observed:
"It makes our friends wonder if
we mean what we say about men being created equal in the eyes of the
law. We must fight for the rights of
free men in Cicero as well as in
Korea."
Continuing, Pres. Phillips pointed
out that many people feel that our
support of these freedoms will be
the very thing which will bring us
into open conflict with Russia.
"We must face the fact that this
may be the result since Russia does
not want these ideals spread throughout the world. She knows, as we
should know from our own history,
that revolutions are won in people's
minds, not on the battlefield — that
ideas, not arms, eventually prevail."

Seniors ! !

Frosh women take up ccwing as one of the more liberal parts of
the Bates Plan. Sunday's outing at Thorncrag was not too early
to get in practice for bib-embroidering.
The busy Freshman week began
,ast Saturday night at the first
freshman assembly. Pres. Phillips
toW the gathering of freshmen
and parents that cur democratic
form of government cannot survive
unless we develop a higher degree
of personal integrity than has bun
displayed in recent years.

Chapel attendance will be "voluntary" for seniors this year, according
to Dean Rowe. "There is plenty of
room in the balcony," he reassuringly added.
Personal Integrity Lacking
Like last year, high enrollment
"In recent months we have had
figures prevent compulsory chapel
many examples of the decline of
attendance for all four classes.
personal integrity among those in
Ed. note: Seniors, pub-lecz stop our federal government, Pres, Philcrying!
lips said. "It is clear that some government employees have yielded to
influence and bribery in the granting of government loans. Even

members of Congress have .made
speeches concerning the need for
economy in government and then
have turned around and voted lot
'pork barrel' projects.
"But this decline in personal integrity is not confined to the fednal government.'' he added, "That
colleges have not escaped this trend
is clearly indicated by the disclosure
of bribery to influence the outcome
of basketball games."

Democracy Threatened
The college president pointed out
that the very foundation of a democratic government is a high level
of personal integrity on the part of
it- citizens. The continued decay in
integrity can mean the loss of democracy with its freedom for mankind.
Speaking directly to the incoming freshmen President Phillips
sakl: "My hope for you is that you
will use your four years of college
Fifteen 'States, the District of to strengthen your personal integColumbia, and .six foreign countries rity. Each of us needs to establish
(Continued on page five)
are represented in the freshman
class, according to Pres. Phillips.
Among the incoming group are
students from Japan, Viet-Nam, Nigeria. Formosa, Canada, and EngBecause of rising costs for the stuland. The majority of these students dents, a faculty committee has voted
will enroll as transfer or special to raise the pay for student jobs
students.
from 50 to 60 cents per hour. Mr.
Massachusetts has the largest Ross added that this may be a case of
representation among the new stu- "pulling oneself up by the bootdents with 38 per cent, followed by straps," since the increase will even20 per cent from the State of Maine. tually be reflected in semester bills /
Connecticut has 12 per cent and to the students.
New York 9 per cent. New Jersey,
To equalize more nearly, pay for
Rhode Island, and New Hamp- women proctors with their responsishire are also well-represented.
bilities ,the proctor wage scale has
Other states represented are been revised. Reimbursement for
Vermont, Pennsylvania, Delaware, proctorship will be $65 instead of $50
Virginia, Indiana, California, Michi- in the small women's houses, and $85 '
gan, and Missouri.
rather than $75 in the larger dorms.

Gamble'50 Tries
On Jones' Shoes Incoming Class
Robert Jones, executive alumni
secretary, will leave Bates at the Is Widespread
end »f October to become assistant
to Sen. Owen Brewster. Replacing Geographically
Jones will be George Gamble '50,
who has already arrived on campus.
Jones will assist Senator Brewster in his 1952 campaign, and will
handle the senator's public relations. In addition, Jones will accompany Senator Brewster on trips?
manage his office, and sit with him
in Senate sessions.
Gamble Takes Over
While a student at Bates, Gamble
was president of the Orphic Society,
in the Christian Association, and a
Class Day speaker. He also worked
as a staff announcer at station
WLAM.

Pray greets George Gamble '50, new executive alumni secretary.
Robert Jones, Gamble's predecessor, looks on.

By Subscription

Gamble, with Pres. Phillips, will
make a tour of Bates alumni organizations during the winter months.
He will also edit the Bates Alumnus
magazine which is published three
times a year.

Students Get Pay Boost

&*
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Liaison Releases Frosh Rules
Women

(:.

Men

All freshmen women will 'be requested to wear official hair ribbons
and cloth, name-embroidered, bibs, at all times during the period
of freshman rules. Exceptions to this rule will be made for church
attendance and out-of-town visits.
Freshman women will be expected to comply with the rules regarding permissions, lights, and general rules as stated in the "Blue
2.
Book."
The cp-educational permission for women will be similar to those
"prescribed" for the men.
In the event that the freshman football team wins its first game,
the wearing of the green (hair-ribbons) will no longer be required.
Freshman women will be expected to begin complying with the following rules of courtesy which arc to continue for the remainder
of the freshman year:
a. pouring of milk for upper classmen at all milk meals.
1). Opening of door- for Upperclassmen and standing when an
upperclasswoman enters the room.
c. serving assigned periods of time on telephone duty.
d. liberal exercising of the Bates ""hello."
c. waiting in the back stairway until all upperclassmen have preceded into the Rand dining hall for the evening meal.
Respective dorm hi use councils will hold session for freshman rules
violations.
The following violations constitute a "case":
10.
a. any combination oUhrce negligences of wearing bow and/or bib.
11.
b. violation of coeducation rules.
C violation of ""lites-out" rule.
d. violation of general permissions.
Freshman women will be expected to conform to the practices of
the Student Government honor system in connection with the reporting of case-..
Stu-G will set up the haze program the day of freshman de-bibbing

Faculty Renews
Friendships
Faculty and
bers sampled a
coction called
formal banquet
day evening.

City Editor Of
Daily To Talk

Blue Book Owners!1
Effective at once the Blue Book
statement under "Physician's Office"
will be revised as follows:
The health fee entitles each student to the following services: 1. In
case of injury or illness, consultation
by the physician at the infirmary.
This in-patient service is limited to
five office calls each semester plus
those requested by the Infirmary
staf).
A charge of $1 will he made for each
call beyond the allotment.
The final paragraphs under Section
1 and Section 2 will remain as now
printed on page 33.
Infirmary office hours for 1951-52,
"to be strictly adhered to except in
case of emergency," will be as follows :""
Monday through Saturday: 8:3012 m., 4-5 p. m.
Sunday: 9-10 a. m.
Dr. Haas: 11 a. m.-12 m. daily
except Sunday.

Some aspect of freshman rules will be relaxed after the frosh football team wins its first game.
There shall be no coeducation for freshmen except from noon Saturday to 9 Sunday evening and at all freshman games.
Freshmen will set up and take down chairs at all rallies.
All freshmen -must know the school songs and cheers well enough
to perform them if requested to do so by upperclassmen.
All freshmen must become~acquainted with the lUu.- "hello."
All freshmen must carry matches at all times for the convenience of
the upperclassmen.
No high school or prep school insignia shall be worn during the
period covered by freshman rules.
There will be disciplinary committee formed consisting ol seven
members. This group of -even, the names of which will be held
secret, will pass judgment on all reported case- of violations of freshman rules.
Rules will, end in approximately five weeks.
Haze day will be the day on which freshman rules end. Rules and
regulations regarding haze day will be made public at a later date.
Hazing should be applied in moderation and should 'be so designed
as not to impair life and limb and college or personal property.
The period of freshman rules will extend over a period of approximately five weeks.

Novelist Marquand Opens
Literature Series Oct. 11

administration memBarl>ara Varney conAbout 70 tickets are still avail"faculty brew" at a able from Robert Jones, alumni secin the Commons Fri- retary, for the fall series of the
Modern Literature Conference lectures. The tickets are on sale for $3.
In charge of entertainment, Miss
In a statement issued Sept. 24,
Varney made a non-liquid mixture
of six name ca,rds. As Mrs. Phillips Jones stated that he expected a sellfished the cords from a tin "punch out crowd. Over 680 citizens of the
bowl," she called on Miss Foster. Lewiston-Auburn vicinity have regProf. Walmsley. Miss Murrell, Dr. istered for this scries of five lectures
Crowley, Prof. Fairfield, and Prof. beginning at 7:30 p. m. Thursdays,
i Smith to give impromptu talks on Oct. 11-Nov. 8.
The
informal
programs will
their summer adventures.
cover various phases of modern litFeatured speaker of the evening
was Lewiston's Supt. of Schools A.
Alden Woodworth, who showed pictures of the Gaspe peninsula. Pres.
Phillips discussed the enrollment,
budget and outlook for the year.
Vincent F. X. Belleau, city editor of
Guests of honor at the event were
the
Lewiston Evening Journal and
faculty and staff members who have
Bates graduate, will present a series
been at Bates 25 years or more, and
their wives. New faculty were intro- of talks on various subjects relating
ducd by Pres. Phillips, and stood in to journalism early in October.
the receiving line before dinner.

All freshman men must wear caps and identification cards at all
times while these rules are in effect. Identification cards must have
the name of freshman printed in black, one-inch high letters and
must be worn in a conspicuous place. Regular filing cards (3x5
inches) will se«ve as identification cards.

etture including the novel, periodical, and newspaper.
Marquand Opens Series
John I'. Marquand. Pulitzer Prize
novelist and a leading fiction writer
since 1921, will open the conference
with a discusion of "The Modern
Novel."
Ralph Blagden, editor of the editorial page of the Boston Traveler;
Frederick Allen, editor of Harper's
magazine: Kenneth Roberts, historical novelist; and Hoding Carter,
editor of the Greenville, Miss., Delta
Democrat-Times and called the
"fighting editor of the South," will
be the following speakers.
Henry Gross, controversial subject of Roberts' latest __novel,
"Henry Gross and His Dowsing
Rod," will appear at Roberts' lecture Nov.- 1.
President Phillips and Profs.
Wright, Berkclman, and Whitbeck
will introduce the speakers and
serve as discussion leaders.

The four talks, to be held in the
Women's Union, are open to all
members of the STUDENT staff as
well as faculty and student body
members interested in newspaper
work.
The meetings are planned on an
Homemade danish pastry at the
informal basis in order to allow Bobcat Den will be served witn
participation by the audience.
breakfast doughnuts, according to
The subjects and dates of the talks Maxine Bellavance, Den supervisor.
will be posted on the bulletin board
"An enclosure at the foot of the
tomorrow.
fountain to improve the appearance
is our only major change of the
summer. Besides the breakfast rolls
we have several new additions to
the menu and a response of approval
or disapprovel from the student-)
Three members of the faculty will would be very welcome," Mrs. Belbe on sabbatical this year.
lavance stated.
Miss Schaeffer of the speech deThe grill will be heated at regular
partment will spend the first semes- hours which will be posted, but if a
ter in New York City studying un- student is willing to wait it will be
der Margaret Webster and taking heated on request.
work at Columbia University.
The Den will be open 8:30 a. in.
Dr. Sawyer, professor of biology, to 10:30 p. m., Monday-Saturday.
will travel during the second se- Sunday hours will be 5-10:30 p. m.,
mester. Professor Bartlett, of the but will revert to last year's Sundepartment of economics and head day hours, 9 a. m.-10:30 p. m., when
of the placement bureau, will spend the cold weather begins.
a considerable amount of time away
"We are hoping that the juke box
from the campus in furtherance of will be here by the time of publithe placement program.
cation," Mrs. Bellavance stated.

Den Menu Has
New Additions

Schaeffer Studying
With Miss Webster

Calendar
Thursday. Sept. 27
Student leaders meeting, Little
Theater. 7-8:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 28
First classes, 7:40 a.m.
Rally.
Saturday, Sept. 29
U. of Mass. game, Garcclon
Field. 2 p.m.
All-college dance, gym, 8-12 p.m.
Saturday. Oct. 6
Stanton Ride; buses leave corner
of Campus Ave. and College
St. at 12 m.
Sunday, Oct. 7
Mountain climb.

Schedule Notice
In accordance with our publication schedule there will be
no STUDENT printed next
week. The next issue will appear in the mail boxes Oct. 10.

McLaren Leads
Stanton Ride Oct. 6
October 6 will acquaint the freshman class with one of Bates' oldest
traditions, the annual Stanton ride.
Saturday classes will not be abbreviated this year. Freshmen will
be permitted to leave the classrooms
at 11:45 a. m. to board buses at the
corner of College street and Campus avenue at noon, according to
John McLaren, chairman of the
outing.
"Students are encouraged to remind professors who neglect to notify freshmen at 11:45," stated Dean
Harry Rowe.
After a lunch of hotdogs and apples, the freshman class picture will
be taken at Lake Grove in Auburn.
The traditional tale of Uncle
Johnny Stanton, in whose honor the
trip is taken, will be delivered by
Dean Rowe, after which the women
will match strength against the men
in the annual tug-of-war.
Stanton Ride committees include
Dorothy Pierce and Jerry Mori is
in charge of food, Cynthia Keating
and Mason Taibor directing games,
an(J Gene Harley head of the working committee.

Five Promoted;
Pay Budget Up
Be careful how you address your
teachers this year.
Dr. Bortner, Miss Schaeffer, Dr.
Donovan, Dr. Willis, and Professor
Fairfield were advanced in rank a:
the annual meeting of the Board of
Trustees June 16, according to Pres.
Phillips.
Dr. Bortner has been advance!
from associate professor to professor of education, Miss Schaeffe
from assistant professor to associate
professor of speech, and Dr. Donovan from instructor to assistant pro
lessor in government. Dr. Williand Professor Fairfield have been
promoted from instructors to assistant professors of cultural heritage
Salaries Increased
An increase in the faculty salan
budget was also announced by Pres
Phillips at the annual Alumni luncheon.
"This is the sixth year in a row
that the Board has been able to Increase the faculty salary budget
For the year ending June 30, 194b
the total budget for faculty salariewas $153,885.00. In the budget
adopted by the Board today this figure for the next year becomes $258,-'00.00." stated Pres. Phillips.

Politicians In
Fall Lectures
A Congressman, an ex-governor
of Massachusetts, and a civic mind
ed clubwoman will be among the
speakers lecturing in the Citizenship
Laboratory Course this fall. Dr.
John Donovan of the Govcrnmen'
Department has announced.
The Honorable Charles P. Nelson, Congressman from Maine, exGovernor Robert F. Bradford of
Massachusetts, and Mrs. John J.
Mahoney, chairman of the Massa
chusetts Commission Against Dis
crimination, are the announced
speakers. All three will speak in
Chapel programs in addition to lecturing to the class.
Nelson and Bradford will discuss
state and national political issues
with -members of the class, and Mrs
Mahoney will speak on equal rights
for all citizens in business, education, and public service.
Congressman Nelson was mayor
of Augusta from 1947-1948 before
going to Washington. Bradford was
governor of the Commonwealth
from 1947-1949. Mrs. Mahoney ian active club woman and staunch
defender of equal rights.
The
Citizenship
Laboratorj
Course, introduced into the curriculum last year, provides training for
more active and effective participation in civic affairs.

Come Ona Our House
Old and new candidates for
the STUDENT staff will meet
in the P.A. office in Chase hall
Monday at 7 p. m. to listen to
the so-called "editorial board"
and business staff discuss the
weekly campus newspaper.
Old members will be asked to
state their preferences in assignments. All new applicants,
with or without newspaper experience are requested to attend
this meeting.

Theatres On Page 6
Because of an early printing o:
•he first three pages of the STU
DENT, the theater ads are appearing on page 6 this week. As w<have no feature editor on this
week's staff, news stories are appearing on page 5, usually devoteil
to features.
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Zerby Conducted Europe Scholarship Aid Hits New Peak;
Summer Tour For Students $31,780 Given Needy Students
'I liked Switzerland for its
<,-cncry, Italy for its cultural background, and France for — well, because I had the best time," stated
Marshall Soloman, one of five studentt from Bates who toured Europe with Dr. Zerby, head of the
Cultural Heritage department, this
suirimer. Dr. Zerby spent five weeks
in Florence, Italy, teaching Cullural Heritage 301.

'51, Marshall Soloman, and students
from Dartmouth. Smith, Wellcsley,
Wesleyafl, Yale, Bowdoin, and Hebert Academy, college preparatory
school, boarded the TV Gcorgic
June 27 with Dr. Zerby and his son.

Edward Halpert, Joan Carse,
Iran Johnson '51, Beverly Jones

Riich Museum
The Riich museum, famed for its

Ten days later they landed at
South Hampton An eight-day visit
in London included visits to Stratford-on-Avon,
Oxford,
Windsor
Castle, and Hampton Court.

Eight full-tuition, one half-tuition,
Van Gogh and Rembrandt paint- and 28 other scholarships have been
ings, was the highlight of the two- awarded to members of the freshday Amsterdam tour, according to man class, according to Milton
Soloman.
Lindholm and Dean Clark, directors
"Cologne, once the third largest of admission.
city in Germany is now about the
Recipients of full-tuition scholarsize of Hartford, Conn., and most ships arc Sylvia Moore. Beverly
of what we saw of Germany was
Tasko, Merriam Round, David
a mass of destruction,'' he stated.
Wyllie, Paul
MacAvoy, Roger
From Florence, most of the group Thies, and Russell Nile. Martha
(Continued on page five)
Lou Myers will receive the fiveyear nursing course scholarship.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
No. 22...THE WOODPECKER

Robert Hoffcrman has been
awarded a half-tuition scholarship
and Blaine Taylor will receive the
Edgecomb Fund gTant. available
for young men interested in a career
in religious education.
Awards Under $1000
Scholarships for $1000 have been
awarded to Richard Hathaway,
Harold Hunter,
Edward Kent,
James Pendergast, John Perry, J.
Brenton Stearns, and Theodore
Lewin.
General scholarships have been
given to Robert Atwater, Eleanor

BOC Schedule
Sunday, Oct. 7
Mountain climb.
Saturday, Oct. 20
Outing Club Field Day. Display
of equipment and use of same
in back of Parker Hall.
Sunday, Oct. 21
Mountain climb.
Saturday, Nov. 17
Roller skate.
Thursday-Sunday, Feb. 7-10
Winter Carnival.
Saturday, March 8
Roller skate.
Sunday, May 25
Clambake.

PECK'S

Carver. Palmira Dellamano. Joseph
DiMartinis, Carolyn Gove. Carol
Hollister, Sue Hudson, Carl Harris, Lorraine Julian.
Carol Lindblow, Sylvia Magnuson, Marie Miranti, Keith Moore,
Harriet Packard, Molly Plumb, Edward Ward, Jr., Helen Wood, and
Franklin Yoffo will also receive
general scholarships.
Bates granted $31,700 in scholarship awards during the last academic year.
"We attach special significance
to this fact," stated Pres. Phillips,
"because it means scholarship aid
at Bates has reached a new peak.
Th« grants in 1950-51 show a marked increase over the $26,180 of
1949-50 and the $25,445 of the preceding year 1948-49."
In addition, well over $$20,000
was made available for Bates students through various jobs on the
campus last year. Pres. Phillips
partly attributed this increase of
scholarship funds to a halnced
budget and gains in gifts received
and in total assets.

Senior Pictures
Start This Week
"Senior portraits will be scheduled and underway within the end
of the week," announced Mirror
Editor Jean McKinnon.
The contract with a local studio
is not yet signed, but Jean expects
pictures will all be taken by the end
of October. All the building shots
have been completed.
Copies of a dummy have been
made and the cover design is already deckled on.
"I have consulted with layout and
makeup experts on our layout design, types of print and engravings
during the summer and have arranged with a Boston firm for our
engravings." Jean continued.
Biographies and activity writcups
will be underway within the next
two weeks.

NEW
MEN'S SHOP

'5V v
'•4?

Wo
'oodrow almost bit off more than he could chew
when he tackled the cigarette tests! But he pecked
away 'til he smoked out the truth: Such an
important item as mildness can't be tossed off in a
fleeting second! A "swift sniff" or a "perfunctory
puff" proves practically nothing! He, like millions of
smokers, found one test that doesn't leave you up a tree.

Peck's new enlarged
men's wear shop is just
one year old — and
young men find the kind
of wearables they want
from shoes to hats with
the emphasis on sportswear. You are invited
to visit this sparkling
shop for men where
nationally famous
clothes and furnishings
are featured.

Huntington Gets
Atkins' Position
0

Alice Huntington replaces Robert Atkins as advertising manager
of the STUDENT, announced
Business Manager Margery Schumacker.
Atkins resigned his position to
devote his time to his new job as
business manager of the new radio
-tation WVBC.
Alice, a junior, is proctoring at
East Parker. She is a member of
Stu-G and is secretary of her class
tor the second year.

The
It's the tensible test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness
Test, which simply asks you to try Camels as your
steady smoke —on a day-after-day basis. No snap
judgments! Once you've enjoyed Camels for 30 days
in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste),
you'll see why...

After all the Mildness tests...

Camel leads all other x.brands bybf//ions

SPORTSWEAR
SHOP
College girls have discovered that Peck's
Sportswear Shop has
exciting new things for
classes, campus and al?
everyday wear.
Peck's prices, as always,
are tuned to college
budgets.

LENWOOD
BAKERY
*

Pleases
Particular
Patrons
*
10 PARK STREET
Right off Main Street
fa—— . _ . - . —■■

j
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Foiled Again
The U.S. government fooled us again!
Expecting a large number of underclassmen to be drafted during
the summer, Bates admitted the largest tally of new students in its
history, 277 frosh and 18 transfers. This makes a grand total of
295 incoming students, 151 men and 144 women. Bates was prepared for a deluge of draft calls — and what happened—Mr.
Sampson reports that no underclassmen have been drafted.
Bates wasn't the only college which stumbled into a record
large enrollment. U.S. schools and colleges as a whole admitted
a record enrollment of 33,121,000. The nation's classrooms, badly
crowded last year, were clogged with 418,000 more pupils than ever
l»efore.
Colleges, which had feared a 60 percent drop when the G.I.
Bill of Rights went out and the draft came in, lost fewer than
275,000 students (11 percent) under the present deferment policy.

..................
Shades of cardboard boxes and
unpacked suitcases: we're back for
another year, courtesy of draft
boards, qpr's, and lucrative summer jobs. First topic of conversation is Mitchell. When approached
on the subject, proctor Al Glass
deftly crossed his eyes and said "I
li-i-ike it!" Banished women's
proctors, Kaye Kirschbaum and
Mary Lewis, weren't quite so enthusiastic. They're "roving proctors" in Parker.
Mr. Lindholm may have picked a few "calculated risks" in
the class of '55, but we've heard
of at least one frosh who's offered to pull his friends through
any tough course. Wonder if
he's including upperclassmen?
We could use a little technical
advice in Cult.
In the ring dept. Peg Fuller and
Jack Moore have been married since
last spring. Clarice Cornforth is engaged. Also Johnee Johnson and
Norm Hammer. And Mary-Edge
Leckemby is now Mrs. Dave Merrill. Carleton Crook was married—
so was Ollie Emerson.
Then there's the new apartment holders in Bardwell. Understand Don Barrios, Charlie
Pappas ("see") Christ Nast,
and Richie Raia have the best
rooms in the house. They're
busy planning a party for the
East Parker frosh.

What's Your Grudge?

Welcome to several new and wonderful foreign students from both
Have you got any gripes, either long festering or discovered east and west of the U. S. Also
during the summer, that you haven't decided to write us about?
please note a friendly guy named
Through patience and pussy footing we already know the Obi Okeke, who's been introduced
most of the time as "Denny's
answer.
brother."
We think there are three explanations why the STUDENT
' mail box is so often empty. You don't have much pride in your
Many have left the ranks for
own opinions, you're the uncivicminded type who drops gum
various reasons and there are
wrappers on the grounds and isn't interested in improvement, or
lots of transfers to help fill the
(and in 99 cases this is usually the one) you're too darn lazyl
gap. Dick Weber is back from
We humbly suggest you look at the situation this way. We
the reserves for another semesknow you're going to air your gripes anyway, and if you do it on
ter or two. It may take him
somebody's shoulder you're knocking on a stone wall.
eight years to graduate, but he's
If you write your complaints and suggestions to us we'll print
the persevering type.
your letter. Chances are at least half the campus may agree with
you instead of just one person, and, what is more, something might
be done about the situation.

Let us note in closing that times
have not changed. One wide-eyed
frosh informed her proctor last SunIt's Free But Here's the Catch
day night that "Already four freshWe'll be frank with you there's a catch. We ask that you be man couples are going steady!"
willing to acknowledge what you write in the belief that an anony- That old Thorncrag cider gives
mous letter carries very little weight with either faculty or students. some kicks yet.
Just as an example of what can be accomplished, for years
students complained, argued, and thrashed out in bull sessions the
problem of unlimited cuts being granted only to students with a
3.6 quality point ratio. Finally Robert Foster, then STUDENT
editor took the question to the administration. At the next faculty
meeting unlimiteds for students with a 3.4 q.p.r. was voted on and
passed.
It just takes a little action on the part of students for problems
Nnewi, Nigeria, makes its second
to be brought to the administration's attention and at least they
contribution to Bates in the person of
can give you an official reason why your suggestion cannot be
Obikuwu ("Obi") Okeke, a freshacted upon.
man. His brother, Dennis '50, is
We wish this would fire you with new enthusiasm — that is studying for an M.D. at B. U. Mediall but a few aspirants. We would just as soon that the chronic cal School.
griper, who spends his jolliest hours maligning the food while he
Obi, who said that his first impresgobbles it, continues to grumble privately — and from the seniors
sions
of Bates are "good," plans to
— we will accept no complaints at being denied compulsory chapels.
major in chemistry and hopes to beAnd don't think we arc immune to your barrage. If you think
come a chemical engineer.
this editorial page is about as dull as a lecture heard for the fifth
As "vital statistics," Obi offered
time WE want to hear about itl
the information that he will be 24 in
December, and has two brothers and
one sister. His home town, Nnewi, is
primarily agricultural, with a population of 5-6000. The last school he atThe consensus of opinion seems to be that proctors, house tended was in Uzuakoli, Nigeria,
mothers, and administration did a bang-up job acquainting the where he spent seven years.
frosh with our customs and habits. Now that we upperclassmen are
At present. Obi is living at Dr.
back the challenge is passed to us — to do as fine a job of helping
Myhrman's
home.
them to like Bates through-out the coming year.

"Oi>i" Okeke
Here As Frosh

Passing The Buck!

Nippon Girls Find Bates
Fare Best College Food
By Anza Blaisdell
"We like to think of Bates as a
small college. We know it's small
and we like it that way," asserted
President Phillips in his address to
freshmen and parents last Saturday.
There happens to be a young lady
at Rand who doesn't agree with this
statement.
Chiyeko Umibe who has had 14
years of schooling finds Bates the
largest school she has ever attended.
Chiyeko and her roommate Michiko Yoshii Harasana left their
homeland Japan only three months
ago after graduating from Tsuda
College in Tokyo. Having received
orientation programs, Chiyeko at
Bard and Michiko at Columbia, they
plan to study a year at Bates before returning to Japan.
Trends In Japan
"This will be the first time we've
been allowed an elective," remarked
Chiyeko, "in Japan our schooling
was under the old system where the
same courses were given the entire
student body. A girl attended six
years of primary school, five years
of middle school and three years of
college with no choices of courses."
"Men and women study in separate institutions. Men attend universities which occassionally enroll
women, but not until the women
have graduated from college."
Chiyeko seems familiar with the
American plan of education. She explained this as the result of the
American trends which during the
past year have revoluttoned much
of Japanese education. Now they
are on the 6-3-3-3 plan, the last
three referring to college, and for

the first time this year Japan
students will be allowed to specif.
'ize in a particular field.
How Many Finals
Chiyeko and Michiko are not a;.
customed to studying for five finals
spaced in ten days. In Japan th
averaged between 10-12 finals
spaced in the same period, but th<ir
30 hour a week classroom work
only entailed homework in English
reading and composition.
Our vacations may seem a litr'
brief to them. The school year n
Japan begins in April with a two
month summer vacation, a two weik
autumn holiday, and a two-thri
week break at New Year's. Tl,
school year ends in March.
Bates Food Good
"We think the food here tast.
pretty good," was their reply whe'
questioned on their first impressions
of the campus life. "Being accu
tomed to a pretty steady diet of rice
and seafood we like the variety >i
the American diet."
Bates food tastes the best of am
institutionalized food they've had in
America. "The food at Columbia
was dry and tasteless and not a
well prepared as here at Bates," offered Michiko.
Like most Bates recruits they're
enthusiastic about the friendliness,
and especially that between student
and professor.
Formality Plus
"In Japan we had a strictly forma! relation and even at Tsuda College of only 400 students strict formality rules were observed."
(Continued on page eight)

Sampsonville Scene
By Pete Carsley
Another year of college has begun
and Sampsonville is again filled although the number of veterans are
rapidly disappearing. Those that
stayed here all summer were Chick
and Yvette Leahey — Chick managed the Auburn Asas to a very successful season and Yvette was in
attendance at every home game.
The Brinkerhoffs were here too —
George was the early bird, getting
out to work before the sun rose —
a milkman for Hood's.
The Hales were the lone student
family in the back of Russell House.
Bill worked at a local store and
mowed lawns and raised a huge garden. Pat Brinkerhoff and Lois Hale
were kept busy minding their sons.
As for myself, I was hunting currant bushes for "Blister Rust"
again, plus gardening, plus helping
can the stsing beans. Paul Levesque
sold men's clothes here in Lewiston
while Connie continued at the bank.
Ralph and Dottie Hoyt, married
right after graduation, worked for
Dr. Lawrance.
Summer Roles
Freddy Jones was prize jerk, soda
that is, of the summer while Don
MacCarthy "barked" up and down
Old Orchard Beach. The two families enjoyed the beach, though.
George Bryant, et al, spent the summer in Bethel; Thurbers were at a
religious camp in Wisconsin, and
the Colbys had planned to spend
the summer in Sampsonville, but
Rennie got a tar allergy and they
went to Gardiner instead. Ruth
Lockwood, with Richard and Dana,
left early last spring and won't return until the first of November.
Jack and she spent a strenuous
summer taking turns watching the

boys and doing their respective job-.
We want to welcome the new
families in Sampsonville which include the Moores, the Lukes, the
Howards, the Piitnams, the O'
Mearas, and the Corys. Congratulations to the newlyweds! New far
ulty families include the Millers, the
Leaches, and the McCrearys. Th<
empty apartments in Bardwell arc
being filled with boys, while as yet
only rumors prevail about the other
unoccupied apartments.
The Packards were here th'1
greatet part of the summer until
Dick decided to leave school to accept a job in Waltham, Mass. It
will seem strange not to see Bernie
out in back with Richie and bab>
Irene. A Ball and Chain meeting
will be scheduled shortly to elect a
new president.
Small Fry Reunited
The children all seem delighted
to see each other again, and Sampsonville echoes once more with tinfamiliar cries of "Get off! That's my
bike," "Linda, get off the porch,''
and "Greg, away from the street,"
and "Please, Marion, don't pick an;
more beans off that vine."
Kathy Jones started kindergarten,
while Connie Colby, Terry Miller,
and Donna Fairfield are old hand
in school this year. Paul Brinkerhol'
looks like a future All-American
though still in the playpen. Incidentally, we hope George's ankle will
mend in a hurry!
Most of us have I been busy fall
house cleaning so it may be a relief
to say, "I have to study. You do
the dishes tonight." Anyway goodluck for the coming year, and "see
you around."
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Hedge Lab AndJB Rooms
Finished During Summer
Though Bates has no completely non, father of Jean MacKinnon
.v buildings to exhibit this year, Cary '45, and a gift of Joseph F.
much finishing and revamping has Ford.
Improvements in other parts of
ijeetl accomplished.
Hedge include drinking fountains
Outstanding among achievements on each floor, new benches in the
is the Hedge Lab addition, which instrumentation room, and a redecai begun more than a year ago oration job in Dr. Lawrance's ofind is now ready for use. Kresge fice. A boon to lumbago sufferers
Laboratory, so-named because a with slippery shoes is the new non• 50,000 gift from the Kresge Foun- slip linoleum on the old stairs.
dation was used to fin ince the adTurning to other parts of the
ii'.ion, has all new equipment. A campus, JB has nine new rooms for
lew features include fluorescent students, in the space which was
lighting, plenty of benches and cup- formerly the Commons. F.ast and
i.ird space, and a "nook" for the West Parker. Hacker, Milliken, and
ilances. Color indicators on the Frye all have refurbished reception
ilvel add a factor of convenience; rooms, and various redecoration
red for hot water and green for projects have been completed in the
ild, orange for air and blue for gas Women"! Union. Besides all this,
■U. •
the usual repair and reconstruction
On the third floor is the library work has been going on during the
and seminar room, dedicated to the summer in various areas of the cammemory of Linwood M. MacKin- pus.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

For Your Cabin Or House Parties . ..

LEE'S VARIETY SHOP
FRANKFURTS

HAMBURG PATTIES

and Rolls

and Rolls
ICE CREAM CUPS

LEMON BLEND

—

SODAS

—

417 Main St., Lewiston

MILK
Tel. 2-9077

WARPS
WARD BROS
72 Lisbon St., Lewiston

FIVE

Weber, Kennedy Return As Bates
Men Escape Summer Draft List
By John Rippey
and going out on reconnaisance
No Bates men were drafted this patrols."
Prof. Sampson's nephew, a Bates
summer except some in last year's
(Continued from page one)'
graduating class, according to Prol. graduate, is also stationed in Korea.
He is medical officer at an airstrip
a high scale of values as the basis Sampson.
on the 38th parallel.
for all our personal decisions."
In addition, two Army reservists,
According to Mrs. Campbell, only
On Sunday the new students atcalled back to active duty last fall, two freshmen and two transfers entended the Sunday worship service,
have been released by the service tered school this year under the GI
and an informal open house at the
arid are once again attending Bates. Bill, making a total of 46 students
Outing Club cabin at Thorncrag.
They are Richard Weber, who was under the GI benefits. In previous
Rowe: Come Down To Earth
stationed with the 11th Airborne post-war years the veteran enrollAt an assembly Monday morning Div. in Kentucky, and Alan Kenment at times was as high as three
Dean Harry Rowe told freshmen to nedy, who was stationed in the Far
hundred.
"bring your visions down to earth, F.ast. Both are sophomores.
put a foundation under your castles
Transferred Students
in the air" with the foundation sub- Enlistees And Draftees
Students transferring from Bates
jects chosen by the faculty for the
Members of the class of 1951, oi include Richard Bellows to U. of
Bates Plan.
undergraduates who are definitely Massachusetts, John Davenport to
After numerating the subjects i.i known to have enlisted or been Amhcrst, Nestor D'Angclo and
general terms, Dean Rowe remark- drafted, include Ralph Azinger and Robert Goldberg to Harvard. Golded that he wished the freshman to Ralph Salinger. Both undergradu- berg was elected Mayor of the camgain a broad learning "shot through ates, the former enlisted in the Air pus last spring as Kevin Patrick
with the hue traditions of this splen- Force, the latter in the Army. •
Goldberg on the Irish ticket. Richdid college."
Drafted men include Raymond ard Dielil transferred to a music
Following Dean Rowe to the
Moore, James O'Connell. Arthur school. John Kasius to NYU, James
chapel microphone,
Prof.
Paul
Knoll, John Hurlin, John Klezy, Rand to Boston U, John WadsBartlett declared that Bates was
and Robert Hayes. Robert Purin- worth to Northwestern, and Marc
trying to build the subject matter of
ton, former sports editor of the Brownstein to Brandeis U.
an arts education toward the pracJerome Eckrich transferred to the
STUDENT, was drafted into the
tical needs of the individual.
Marines.
U. of Minnesota, Andy Ichiki to
Individual Forgotten
the U. of Hawaii, George Saute to
William Ferguson, familiar as
"We have, in the past, forgotten
Rollins, Harry Houston to a mediMayor
Diamond
Jim
Brady
in
the
the needs of the individual," the
cal school, Alan Greaves to the
guidance director stated. The second Mayoralty Campaign two years ago, Massachusetts School of Optomgoal of the Bates Plan, he said, was was recalled to active duty aboarc etry, Don Holstrom to the U. of
the laying of a pre-vocational foun- the battleship Wisconsin. A lieuten- Michigan, Lee Peacock to Clark U,
ant, junior grade, Ferguson has redation for an arts education.
Richard Runyon to NYU, and Eliot
Monday evening was Bates Tradi- cently visited Halifax, Nova Sco- Castillo to Tufts.
tion Night, at which time Prof. Karl tia, and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
Woodcock of the physics depart- while serving as 'the Radar Watcn Coed Transfer!
ment and Dean Rowe reviewed in- Officer.
Coeds who transferred include
Pharmacist's Mate Harvey God- iii/atmr Chartrand to Simmons,
teresting sidelights of campus tradard, a Naval Reservist, is stationed Virginia Edge to Ottawa U, Helen
ditions.
Tuesday morning Dr. John Willis, at Quantico. Va.
Kibler to Maine, Grace Ellinwood
assistant professor of cultural her- MacArthur At The Front
to Katherine Gibbs, Nancy Elsbree
itage, spoke in Chapel, as did Dr.
to New Paltz, Marjorie Finkclstein
In a letter written last April,
Rayborn Zerby Wednesday.
to Barnard, Barbara Anderson to
David MacArthur reported that he
A game night for the women and
Simmons,
Barbara
Bennett
to
was the Air Tactical Liaison officer
a sports night for the men was held
Geneseo, Nancy Haincs to Katherwith the 7th Republic of Korea DiTuesday night.
ine Gibbs,» Patricia Kingham to
vision on the East Central front.
Chandler, and Ann Morrill to CasHarris And Dixon Speak
"I am seeing the foot soldier's side
President Prescott Harris of the of the battle now," said MacArthur: tleton.
Other transfers are Joyce Glas"most of my letters arc written in
napp to Maine, Doris Jung to Versnatches between manning the radio
mont, Mary Newton to Central
Maine General Hospital, Virginia
Student Council and President Persons to Berkeley, Helen Hulet
Florence Dixon of the Student Gov- to Russell Sage, and Lois KeirNEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
ernment took the stage of the Little stead to Maine.
Theatre Wednesday morning to disAND SPORT
Girls not returning for various
cuss with the new students the rele reasons arc Sally Haynes, Marilyn
274 Main St.
Lewiston
of "The Freshmen and the Col- Jackson, Olive Emerson, Nancy
Phone 3-0431
lege." Yesterday afternoon the Stu- Drexel, Anne Watson, Jane Black,
dent Government held a reception Helen Perkins, Aphrodite Doukas,
Romeo E. Thibodeau
and tea for all new women in the and Janice Moody.
Edrick J. Thibodeau
Women's Union.

Frosh Meet Bates

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER

Girls:
HAVE YOU . . .
FORGOTTEN ANYTHING?
Now that you're on campus do you suddenly find you

Europe Trip

need an extra skirt, a pair of hose, another sweater
or two, a dress just right for a special date? Well be
happy to help you.

Remember, we carry fashions

BOSTON
TEA STORE

from the pages of MADEMOISELLE, the magazine
for

we send your dorm each month.

something special
\

in

foods

249 Main Street

Special To Bates Students:
Because you're at

83 Lisbon St.

LEWISTON

Lewiston

Bates, we've made special ar-

rangements for you to charge any item throughout
Money-Saving Values
our store. Simply give our credit department your
full name, address and home address. We'll arrange
special terms to meet your college budget.

It's Easy To Shop At Ward Bros.

Men's and Women's
Sports Apparel
For

Your Outdoor Activities

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

(Continued from page three)
branched out to Capri, Naples, and
Rome. The group assembled again,
in Paris for an eight-day tour of
France, including visits to the
Lourve, Modern Art Gallery, and
Impressionist Gallery.
Chartres Cathedral
A special visit to Chartres
Cathedral
in
Chatres,
France,
which possesses the finest stain
glass windows in Europe, was
made. The group left Paris Sept. 7
for America.
The cost of $750 apiece covered
the main expenses of the trip.
"We found that although the cost
of living has gone up in Europe,
\»e were able to get a good meal
in Switzerland, England, and Italy
for $1. Austria was the least expensive country we visited. In
France, with its night life, we
found expenses the greatest, but
the cost of food in Paris was similar to Lewiston," Soloman stated.
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Cat Nips
Three years ago representatives of
Bates College and the Yale University agreed to have their respective
football squads participate in a game
in the Yale Bowl on September 22,
1951. Last Saturday this tilt took
place and after watching the contest, I wondered if maybe Bates
would have been better off if the
game had never occurred. The Bobcats never had a chance against the
Elis, and after the hosts tallied their
initial touchdown, it was evident to
one and all that it was going to be
a long afternoon for Coach Ducky
Pond and his squad.
The game itielf was broadcast coast to coast via the National Broadcasting Company,
and I was fortunate enough to
be the Bates spotter for the
broadcast. The NBC booth ic
situated high on top of the massive Yale Bowl, and from this
spot I was at an excellent vantage point from which to view
the game. Usually Bill Stem
does the play-by-play, but last
Saturday four different announcers were on hand, one doing a period each. This is because on certain Saturdays,
Stern will be doing TV and
he was testing certain announcers to take his place on
AM. However, Stern was on
hand for the duel and spoke
prior to the game and during
the half.
During his brief talking. Stern rfcapped the history of Coach Ducky
Pond while he was at Yale as head
coach and then at Bates. He concluded with tbe following tribute
which I feel warrants being printed
here:
"His success at Bates College
is matched only by the esteem
in which he is held by the student body at Bates College and
by the football coaching profession across this great nation
... A great coach, a very fine
gentleman." Nuf said.
But even Ducky Pond couldn't do
anything to change the outcome of
Saturday's tussle against his alma
mater. The odds were just too much
and Bates was way out of its class
against the Elis. Yale had everything—a hard charging line, weight,
numerical strength, experience, etc.
You can't take it away from the
Bobcats. They fought just as hard
at the end of the game as when
they started off. But what can you
do when the opposing line is beating you to the punch every time?
One couldn't really tell how
good Yale is because Bates didn't
offer too much competition. But
watching that Yale line operate,
I saw some of the cleanest
blocks in quite a while. They
were opening huge holes for
their runners every time they
had the ball and good downfield
blocking sent them going for
long runs. On the other hand,
The Garnet forward wall
couldn't do a thing and as a
result. Bates was able to garner
only two first downs, one coming as the result of a blocked
kick.
,
« There is no denying that if Coach
Herman Hickman had desired so,
his team could have run the score
up to any amount. But he used his
regulars sparingly and the score was
held down.
To be frank, there weren't

By Ray Zelch

too many bright spots on the
Bates side of the ledger. But
the few that were shown are
encouraging. For instance, the
passing of Dave Harkins was
the best I've seen from him for
quite a while. He was getting
rid of the ball fast, tossing the
ball hard and with great accuracy. He was hitting his targets
every time, but they just
weren't holding on to the pigskin. However, once the passing attack is smoothed out to
perfection, watch out, because
in Don Hamilton and Charlie
Pappas, Bates possesses two of
the best pass receivers to be
found around these parts.
And speaking of Hamilton, he
was about the most impressive of
the sophomores thrown into the
contest by Coach Pond. Hamilton
showed much promise at his right
end position and will be a tremendous help to the Bobcats both offensively and defensively. Pappas
too, turned in a fine performance,
and I honestly feel that if his fine
play continues throughout the season, he ought to be a sure selection
for the All-State team.
But the real star of the game
as far as I'm concerned was a
150 pound hustler by the name
of Richie Raia. Time and time
again Rich was making impossible tackles and was easily the
outstanding defensive player on
the field. He was all over the
field chasing opposing ball runners and made the majority of
the Bates tackles. Rich is comparatively small for college
football, but he hits like a keg
of dynamite. And if the Bates
line opens a few holes for him
this fall, watch him take off and
do some pretty fancy running.
Looks like Captain George Brinkcrhoff will be on the shelf for most
of the season, if not all of it. The
Bates leader broke a leg in the first
period as a result of a clip and he is
now hobbling around on crutches.
Don Barrios and Nate Boone both
saw limited action, but should be
ready for full duty this Saturday
after a lite report for pre-season
practice drills.
HERE, THERE, AND EVERYWHERE — University of
Massachusetts is in town Saturday to help open the Bates
home slate. The Redmen are
figured to be loaded this year,
and could prove troublesome to
the Bobcats. The locals were
• slated for much work this week
to smooth out mistakes and
polish up on their blocking and
tackling.
Don't sell this Bates squad too
short. They've got a difficult eight
game slate, but could surprise. The
spirit is there and the boys arc
eager for victory. A couple of teams
(Continued on page seven)

Back Records
Illuminate Past
Game Statistics
With one football game already
:>'ayed, and another one slated for
Saturday on Garcelon Field, the
STUDENT sports staff has done a
little investigating and has come
up with a few interesting figures in
ihe two series between Bates and
Yale and between Bates and the
University of Massachusetts.
Prior to last Saturday's clash
with the Elis of Yale University,
the two teams had met on the
gridiron six times. The first tilt
between the two colleges was in
1899. All games have been played
in the Yale Bowl. Including last
Saturday's victory, the Bulldogs
have won six decisions, while Bates
hasn't been able to cop any victories.
There is one tie game on the record. This occurred in 1932, just 19
years ago, when Coach Dave
Morey took an underdog Bates
club to New Haven and held the
highly rated Yale club to a 0-0 tie.
Newspapers all over the country
'auded the efforts of the Bates club
in their Sunday morning editions.
But the Bobcats went on to lose
the remainder of their games
throughout the season.
Highest Output In 1900
Oddly enough, the 48-0 lacing absorbed by the Garnet last week was
not the highest score Yale has ever
piled up against the Lewiston college. In 1900, the second game of
the series, the Bulldogs defeated
Bates 50-0, and that is a record that
Still stands.
Bates has yet to score against a
Yale team, and except for the
scoreless deadlock in 1932, Yale
(Continued on page eight)

Sport s Schedules
Varsity Football
Sept. 22 Yale
Sept. 29 Massachusetts
Oct. 6 Springfield
Oct. 13 Tufts
Oct. 20 Northeastern
Oct. 27 "Maine
Nov. 3 *Bowdoin
Nov. 10 "Colby
•State Series games
♦♦Homecoming game

Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

Freshman Football
Maine Maritime
Academy
Home
Oct. 26 U of N H Frosh Home
Nov. 2 Maine Central
Institute
Away
Nov. 9 Hebron Academy Away

This year in place of student activity card the Department ol
Physical Education for Men will issue a season book containing coupon
to be used for admission to athletic events.
Upon presentation of this book to the gatemen, with coupons attached, the owner is entitled to one admission to each event scheduled
during the season. Detached coupons are void.
If presented for admission by any person other than the owner eh
entire book will be taken up, all rights thereto forfeited and full admission price collected.
A lost book cannot be duplicated.
In order that all students may have their books in time for the
game this Saturday and avoid excessive waiting in line for them the
following plan of distribution is to be followed:
1. Books will be issued to authorized persons only. Each studet !
must call and sign for his or her book.
2. Plan of Distribution
Freshman Men: When reporting to the Men's Physical Education
Department on Thursday morning and afternoon as stated in the
Freshman week program.
Freshman Women: 8:30 a.m.-12:00 m., Thursday, Sept. 27 at the
effice of Physical Education for Men in the Alumni Gymnasium.
Sophomore Men and Women: 1:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m., Thursday, Sep:.
27, at the office ot Physical Education for Men in the Alumni Gymnasiumi.
Junior Men and Women: 8:30 a.m. - 12:00 m., Friday, Sept. 28, offici
in the Alumni Gymnasium.
Senior Men and Women: 1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m., Friday, Sept. 28, office
in the Alumni Gymnasium.

WAA Fall Schedule Opens Oct. 8
The opening of the fall season of
Hockey, tennis, biking-hiking, and
WAA sports is scheduled for Oct. 8, riding will be offered. The season's
according to WAA Pres. Jean schedule will be posted next week.
Fletcher.
Women supervising the WAA fall
activities are Joanne Kennedy,
hockey; Larry Lawrence, tennis;
Anne LaRocque, hiking-biking; and
The contrast of the before and Janet Raymond, riding.
after in women's gym suit styles is
"We hope that as many freslbeing displayed in the WAA library man girls as possible will turn out
exhibit this week.
for WAA," stated Jean.
The exhibit which shows the pul
•fed sleeve-knee length black garYOUR FAVORITE
ments worn by Bates women athSTERLING
PATTERNS
letes in 1912, also includes women's
athletic awards and some of the
in
equipment that will be used during
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
the fall season.
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
A new basketball plaque that will
lie awarded to the dormitory winning the intramural basketball contest is being displayed with the four
achievement awards and four training awards that will also be
awarded.

WAA Libe^Display

Isqoodw

Oct. 19

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Varsity Cross Country
6 Maine
Away
13 Northeastern
Home
20 Vermont
Away
26 Pending
Home
2 Worcester Poly
Away
5 State Meet
Away
12 New Englands
Away

STRAND

Wed., Thurs., Sept. 26, 27: "Lucky
Nick Crain," Raft-Gray; "Leave
It to the Marines," Sid Melton.
Fri., Sat., Sept. 28, 29: "Hills of
Utah," Autrey; "Lorna Doone,"
Hale - Green; Cartoon and Serial.
Sun., Mon., Tues., Sept. 30, Oct. 1,
2: "Corry in Gasoline Alley,"
Beckett; "Thunder in the Hills,"
Fri. - Sat.
Colbert Blythe.
Errol Flynn
Olivia Dehavilland
Wed., Thurs., Oct. 3, 4: "Kentucky
"DODGE CITY"
Jubilee," All Star; "Fourteen
also
Hours," Douglas Basehart.
"BEDTIME FOR BONZO"
Fri., Sat., Oct. 5, 6: "Kid from
Amarillo," Charles Starrett;
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
"Prince Who was a Thief," Tony
Fred Attaire
Jane Powell
Curtis, Piper Laurie.
"ROYAL WEDDING"
Sun., Mon., Tues., Oct 7, 8, 9:
also
"Joe Palooka Triple Cross,"
"FURY OF THE CONGO"
Kirkwood; "The Boy Who Came
Coming, Oct. 7, 8, 9
Back," Paul Douglas, Joan
"LOST CONTINENT"
Bennett.

Ritz Theatre

New Ticket Arrangement
Set For Athletic Events

W e I c o nt e Back
to the

Bates Campus
and to

FRANK'S STORE FOR MEN
HEADQUARTERS

For Your Clothing Needs for '51 -'52
FRANK'S — 205 Main St., Lewiston, Me.

EMPIRE
THEATRE
Today - Friday - Saturday

Bill Davis
• SMOKE SHOP
***

"SIROCCO"

Lewiston's busiest

- starring Humphrey Bogart
Marta Toren
All Next Week!
"HERE COMES THE
GROOM"
- starring Bing Crosby
Jane Wyman

little store
***
A
OF

COMPLETE
PIPES

LINE
AND

SMOKING EQUIPMENT
***
28 Ash St.

Lewiston
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Bobcats Seek Upset Win
In Home Opener Saturday
By Ray Zelch
Hoping to break the series dead,ck that now stands at eight games
i^iece, the University of Massa•husetts invades Lewiston on Saturday to participate in their openng game with the once-tried Bates
|i,ibcats7~Not too much is known
this fall's Redmen, but reports
ming out of Amherst say that
iach Tommy Eck has a squad

Cat Nips

SEVEN

7

Yale Smashes Bobcats In Bowl;
Garnet Outclassed In Opener

loaded with veterans ready to get
their gridiron slate underway.
By Ray Zelch
Last season the Redmen emWith some 18,000 fans watching the proceedings, the Yale Bulldogs rolled over a gallant but neverployed the split "T" offense for the
first time, and they are slated to theless an outclassed Bates team last Saturday at the Yale Bowl. When the smoke had cleared, the
employ the same formation come scoreboard had 48 points for the Elis and nothing for the visitors from Lewiston
Saturday. The Redmen of a year
ago didn't fare too well in the wonlost column, cooping three decisions, including a 26-0 victory over
the Bobcats, while dropping five
games. Two of the five defeats
were by one point, so the Eck
charges lost a couple of close verdicts.

(Continued from page six)
face the Pond charges are goTeam Captain Is Quarterback
j to be in for some surprises
The captain of the University of
oiighout the season.
Massachusetts is John Benoit. He
Over two hundred Bates kids
played at quarterback for the Redat the Yale Bowl — past and
men throughout the majority of last
present. A few recent grads
season, and is slated to start at
spotted in the stands include
that position against the Garnet. He
Glen Collins, Bill Mobilia, Joe
is listed as a good runner and is
Kitteridge.
Slim Somerville,
expected to have his best season
Bill Perham, and Joel Price.
this fall.
Ralph Azitiger was on hand for
The Bay Staters are really load■ ■'. He appears set for the
ed at the backficld slots, and it
\rniy Air Corps any day now. Also
would appear that Coach Eck is
-lotted was Bob Goldberg. Goldy
able to pick the cream of the crop.
- now a student at Harvard UniOne of these is Gigi Howland who
rsity along with Nestore D'Anfitted neatly into the split "T" ofgelo. Two fine athletes lost to the
fense last year. He was injured in
jrnet cause.
pre-scason drills, but might be
Surp-jsed at hearing of the reready for action on Saturday.
leasi!»/of Bill Nason from the
A possible starter at left halfathletic department. It is reback is Charlie Redman, a 170
ported that he was let go for the
pound candidate. He is the fastest
good of the department. The
•nan on the squad and had an outpopular equipment room manstanding freshman record. Altoager will be sorely missed by
gether, there are 18 backfield men
his friends — the Bates athon the squad, and all appear to be
letes.
capable of stepping in at any time
Bates defense stiffens against Yale attack.
And did you hear that the pro- and playing creditable football.
ved Varsity Club was rejected last
The line also has a returning
June by the trustees at their an- crop of veterans including eight
hope to do anything. The Bay
Pre-game dopesters figured the long runs. The Bates defense simnual meeting? They didn't want lettermen and several who saw
Staters have been a jinx team for tilt would 'be somewhat of a run- ply couldn't do a thing, and the
anything to interfere with contri- frequent action last year. The Jine
Bates during the past couple of away and they were correct. From Yale backs were able to romp at
butions to the Alumni Fund. So averages about 195 pounds, with
■years. Bates is also starting to get the opening kickoff when Yale will. The line could not hold off the
>w Bates is back where it has six tackles listed as tipping the
hit by injuries and has lost the marched the length of the field for charge of the hard-fighting Bulldog
cen for the past few years — a scales over the 200 pound mark. Bob
services of its captain, George their initial counter, the game was offenders, and most of the tackles
:icide schedule but no men with Nolan and Lu Prokopowitch are
Brinkerhoff. On top of that, Dick never in doubt and the blue-clad were being made by the secondary
hich to play.
both returning tackles, while Verne Fiergquist is not slated for action hosts had things pretty much their men.
Notice the scoreboard when
Adams, and George Bicknell return due to an ankle injury, and it is own way throughout the afternoon.
The Bobcats, working out of the
you attend Saturday's contest.
to their guard slots. They are ex- questionable as to how much Dick Try as they might, and the coursingle wing formation, were never
It is now completely finished
pected to do much of the work in Berry will be able to play.
ageous Bobcats put up a hard fight, able to shake their runners loose
and will be a tremendous help
the forward wall this fall for the
So the Garnet will really have to the Bates team was no match for for any sizable gain. It was futile
to fans watching games played
Redmen.
play heads-up football. If their its numerically superior and more to attempt to gain via the ground
on Garcelon Field
Bates Must Show Improvement
passing attack begins to click as experienced opponent, both offen- against the boys from New Haven,
Mow to go brood over the failure
so passer Dave Harkins chucked a
No matter which way you look it has in the practice sessions and sively and on the defense.
u: the Red Sox to do much against
total of 18 forwards, but only five
at it, the Bobcats will probably be the linemen arc able to open a few Elis Scoreless In Third Quarter
the Yankees last week in Boston.
in for a rough afternoon. A lot of holes, then the Bobcats might be
The Hickman coached gridders were completed. Had the Bates pass
Oh, well, I can always use the faImprovement will have to be shown able to make it interesting for the scored in every canto except the receivers been able to hold on to
miliar Red Sox war cry — "Wait
over last Saturday's outing if they visitors.
third. Fourteen points in the first more of the tosses, Harkin's perill next year." Meanwhile, I look
period and 20 more in the 6econd centage would have been greater.
r New York and Brooklyn to tanstanza had the score reading 34-0 But for one reason or another, they
gle in the World Series, with the
at halftime. Two more touchdowns couldn't do so. Dave was passing
lironx Bombers copping the Chamin the final quarter plus the extra with great accuracy and gave evijnship in six games.
1. All Physical Education classes for men will begin on Monday,
points put the game way beyond re- dence that the Bates passing atOctober 1.
tack, once smoothed down to perfeccall.
Drop Into
2. Physical Education 301M will be elective with respect to activity
The statistics of the duel show tion, will be a hard one to stop.
and time. Students registered for this course will report on any three pretty much how Yale dominated
Raia Sparkles In Defense
days of the week, except Saturday. The choice of periods shall be made play the entire game. Twenty-four
Probably the most impressive of
from the following:
first downs to only two for the Gar- the Bobcat gridders to see action
Report In (Daily except Saturday) 9:35-9:40, 10:30- 10:35, 11:25- net gave ample proof as to the su- in the fracas was Richie Raia. Raia,
Anytime
periority of the Ivy League con- although never able to gain much
11:30; 1:30-1:35, 2:20-2:25.
tenders. Yale's total offense of 459 on offense, stood out like a sore
FOR THE BEST
Report Out (Daily except Saturday) 10:15, 11:10, 12:05; 2:10, 3:00.
yards to only 57 for the visitors left thumb on defense and more than
The instructor on duty will be in Mr. Thompson's office at the time
IN FOODS
Bates pretty much in its own ter- once came charging through to nab
indicated above.
ritory. In fact, the Cats were able ,the ball runner in his tracks. Don
RIGHT ON
Please check the bulletin board in the Men's Locker Building for to move into Yale territory only
DOWNTOWN MAIN ST.
Hamilton and Charlie Pappas playcomplete details.
twice in the game. That was in the ed creditable ball at their end posithird period when they reached the tions, and Count Swiszewski made
49 yard stripe both times but could several tackles in his line backing
MAINE'S MOST
advance no further.
position.
MODERN
Yale Regulars See Limited Action
There was one injury in the duel
SHOP
Coach Herman Hickman used his for Bates. Captain George Brinkerstarters only sparingly, but they hoff suffered a broken leg and will
Have You Tried STECKINO'S Original PIZZA PIES?
saw enough action to show the spec- be out of play for the majority of
tators that Yale possesses a back- the season. The injury occurred
SERVING ITALIAN and AMERICAN FOODS
ficld hard to stop. The highly tout- midway through the first period as
STEAKS — CHOPS — SALADS our specialty
THE BEST HAIRCUT
ed Bob Spears and Ed Senay lived a result of a clipping play for which
up to all expectations and with the Yale was penalized fifteen yards.
IN TOWN
DIAL 4-4151
104 Middle St., Lewiston
Bulldog line opening up holes big
The team as a whole made an un218 Main Street, Lewiston
"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"
enough for Mack trucks to drive impressive debut against a team that
through, they were able to reel off
(Continued on page eight)
..

P. E. Begins Monday

SHERATON'S
RESTAURANT

TERMINAL
BARBER SHOP

STECKINO HOTEL
* and cafe

{
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Frank S. Hoy 15
Heads Alumni
Fund Committee

Stu-C Notice
A new policy regarding dress
worn by men to the Sunday
noon meal at Commons will go

Frank S. Hoy 'IS, of Lewiston,

into effect Sunday, according to

has been named chairman of the

Stu-C Pres. Prescott Harris.
No man shall be admitted to

1952 Alumni Fund Committee at
Bates College, it has been an-

either dining hall Sunday noon

nounced by the Bates Alumni
Executive Committee. The 1952

unless he is wearing a suit coat,
shirt, and tie.

Fund will begin Jan. 3 following the opening of the special gifts

with this ruling.

Stu-C

requests

cooperation

campaign under the direction of
Mrs. Gladys Hasty Carroll '25, of
South Berwick.

Back Records

Mr. Hoy has been a member of
the Alumni Fund Committee for
several years and has had much
experience with association work.
General manager of Lewiston's
Radio Station WLAM, Mr. Hoy
was for over 34 years business
manager of the Lewiston SunJournal.
The 1952 Bates Alumni Fund
Committee will hold its first meeting on October 19 at the Parker
House in Boston.

(Continued from page six)
has been able to handle Bates
squads with facility.
The series between Bates and
the University of Massachusetts is
a bit more interesting in the respect that the two schools have
participated in more games and the
record is even-stephen. The first
tilt was held in 1905, and since then
16 more games have been played.
Mass. has won eight games; Bates
has won eight games and1 one has

Station WVBC

Faculty Lineup

(Continued from page one)
(Continued- from page one)
disc jockey show. Robert Caganello pany of Lewiston.
will have charge of a 15 minute live
Beauprc was chairman of the
music show each week.
Speech Department at Moravian in
A discussion of the world situa- 1950. He received his master's degree
tion and its personal effect on sep- in F.nglish from Lehigh last June. He
arate countries is ibeing studied by will continue his duties as announcer
f
Richard Trenholm in preparation or the Twin City Broadcasting
Company
this semester.
for a 15 minute world government
Army Nurse Here
broadcast.
Mary Thompson will assume duties
Dramatic
shows
and
interviews with campus people are beini; as director of Nursing Education in
planned. A 15 minut# campus new.-, January. For the past year she has
broadcast will be given either Wed- •tudied at Columbia University,
nesday or Thursday evening, A where she is currently a candidate
»
daily program of world news is be- for her M.A.
Miss Thompson served as an offiing considered.
cer with the Army Nurse Corps in
ended in a tie.
England, Ireland and France from
There is an existing coincidence 1942-46.
as far as highest scores are con- New Circulation Head
cerned. In 1930. Bates piled up its
A graduate in 1921 from the Simhighest margin of victory with a mons School of Library Science,
26-0 victory over the Bay Staters. Laura Mallett will assume duties as
But last year. Massachusetts de- circulation department head this fall.
feated the visiting Bobcats by the
Miss Mallett has had experience in
same identical score, and that too the Rochester, N. Y., public library,
is the highest total they have the Curtis Institute of Music in
racked up in a single game against Philadelphia, New England Conserthe Bobcats.
vatory of Music, and headed the

Bates-Yale Game
(Continued from page seven)
is definitely in a class above that o
Bates. The Bobcats fought doggi A
ly to the very end, but were never j
the game. The outing showed tha
Bates had a lot of improving to di
during this week, and that th- i
work has been cut out for them ii
preparation for Saturday's contcs
with the University of Massachu
setts.

Nippon Girls
(Continued from page four)
Carefully mentioning the fact tha
old ways and customs are usuallj
more dear to one than new ways, i
was a little surprising to us th
their response to Bates should sc
soon be so enthusiastic.
"It's all new to us, (rat we're a'.i
ready sure we're going to love i|
— the new food, the new course s,
the new customs — on what thejl
thought of the new men we r<-ceived no comment.
■atalog department at Si
lege.

CHESTERFIELD-^"6"' SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
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